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Abstract

    The purposes of this study were to clarify nurses' thoughts on the death of pediatric patients with whom they built relationships through nursing and 

identify support methods that reduce nurses' psychological stress. I conducted semi-structured interviews with 12 nurses who had at least six years of 

pediatric nursing experience at pediatric hospitals or university hospital pediatrics department ward and provided care to pediatric patients who died. 

They narrated the memorable episodes of pediatric patients who died. From the resulting data, contexts relating to "thoughts on the death of pediatric 

patients" were extracted and qualitatively analyzed. The following seven categories were extracted: "Disturbed", "I want to provide care", "Prepare 

for death", "Want to provide ideal care", "Cannot accept death", "Satisfi ed with nursing care" and "Take a step forward". Through nursing care, nurses 

had various thoughts about the death of pediatric patients. The following background factors were believed to be at work: patients are children, views 

on children developed through basic nursing education, and the environment of wards employing a primary nursing method. From this thought, I 

thought that it was important that all member of the medical team support children, parents and primary nurses at the time of the terminal caring, so 

as not to hold the problem alone. Furthermore, it is necessary to support nurses so that they can feel that they provided good care after their patients 

passed away. In order to achieve these goals, it is necessary to reform the entire ward and improve basic nursing education, instead of dealing with 

individual nurses. In the future, it will be necessary to investigate techniques for supporting nurses involved with terminal care from the perspectives 

of nursing management and education.
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